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Even if our societies seem to be working
normally, we can feel deep down inside
that something is wrong.
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One of these things not quite right, concerns the worldwide financial and banking crises that affect us. The last one in
2008, was bailed out by our world governments, meaning us, the tax payers.
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The next crisis isn’t that far away and
this time, bail outs won’t be possible. Most of the wealthy states are
overburdened with debt, some, like the
U.S.A, are near bankruptcy.
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The situation may seem desperate, but,
while we are going on with our everyday
lives, a plan of worldwide financial restructuring has been studied for quite a
while. It is now ready to be set forth.
Indeed, since the beginning of the twentieth century, the central banking system, subtly elaborated, has taken from
our governments the power to issue
their own money.
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Legal proof now confirms that this
consists in an “economical crime
against humanity.” A worldwide blow
implicating different police corps as well
as army factions throughout the world is
about to be dealt. Evidently, the date is
not known. You do not warn criminals you
are after of the moment of their arrest.
They know they are being sought out,
they are on the lookout. You watch and
wait for the right moment.
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This blow that will be dealt is called “The
Event.” Even though a plan has been
established by the initiators, it is
necessary to build a network of citizens
who will be able to lend a hand so that
this transition towards a new and more
fair society goes well during the two to
fifteen days of the reset of the banking
system.
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To better understand and lend a helping
hand to what you will see unfolding
before your eyes, here are a couple of
links to document yourself on The Event.
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Go on facebook to contact group: Laval,
Longueuil, Montréal, Québec, Rawdon
Sainte-Sophie, Shefford, Sorel-Tracy,
Stanstead-North-Hatley, Sutton, Terrebonne,
Trois-Rivières, Vaudreuil-Dorion.
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